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Confidence

BNs are very good at uncertainty…

…they’re less helpful with the weight of evidence for our uncertainty

What support does

this distribution have?

To what degree are the BN’s 

beliefs here due to data vs 

expert estimates?

How robust is this 

inferred distribution?

What features of the 

parameters (& structure) 

led to this (change in) 

inference?

A key question that often arises is:

How confident can I be in the BN’s outputs?



We will:
• Suggest Equivalent Sample Size (ESS) as a partial answer

• Provide a method for estimating conditional ESS

• Explore its correctness, intuitiveness and whether it really helps with 
confidence

What do we mean by confidence?

COVID-I

(Health calculator based on observational data)

APPLE-BN

(Implementation support informed by experts/surveys)

Often: How likely is the BN’s posterior distribution to match reality?
(Past, present or future)



Equivalent Sample Size (ESS)

We will use this definition:

The estimated weight of evidence 

for a probability distribution, 

measured in number of samples.

Measured in “number of 

samples” – doesn’t need 

to be a real sample

It’s an estimate, and so 

clearly subject to 

uncertainty

It seems too simple to 

cover all use cases (like 

experts), but maybe not



We flip a coin 15 times and get:

ESS: simple example

P(Heads)=0.6

P(Tails)=0.4

By our definition, the ESS of this Bernoulli is 15
Bernoullis don’t specify an ESS – we’re just noting this case used an ESS of 15

With no priors, we estimate:

Heads Tails

9

6



ESS: simple example

Heads Tails

10+9
10+6 P(Heads)=0.543

P(Tails)=0.457

15 new samples + 20 samples prior

By our definition, we estimate the ESS of this Bernoulli to be 35

We use a (Bayesian) prior count of 10 for both heads and tails:



A Beta distribution can be interpreted as the 

probability distribution over a Bernoulli, once we 

assume an ESS

We can even specify the Beta directly with 

the Head/Tail counts:

Beta(9,6)

Formal ESS

ESS: 90

ESS: 5A Dirichlet is just a Beta with more states. e.g.:

Dirichlet(9,1,5,6) for 4 states

ESS: 15

The only difficulty is the 

visualisation is multi-dimensional 

Beta(9,6) distribution:



Parameter learning refresher:

CPTs and learning

Plain CPT Dirichlets (with ESS)
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After training, we tend to ignore ESS…

…but it’s essential to interpreting the outputs

Example:

Using ESS after training

3

14

8

12

55

20

ESS



What might the ESS be for any node, given we put in some evidence anywhere else?

Let’s look at a model trained on 100 cases:

Conditional ESS

ESS=9?

ESS=9 or ???

ESS=100? ESS=100?

ESS=100?ESS=100?



• Estimate the conditional ESS for every node

• Good for expert models, not just trained models

• Good for latent variables

• Show how much ESS is due to priors, data, experts, etc.

Goals

Non-goal:

• Good for incorrect structures
(structure assumed true)

(actually, just need statistical equivalence)



Joint probability of data

×
number of cases

Initial alternatives considered

Joint probability of d-connected evidence

×

number of cases

MI% weighted probability of evidence

×

number of cases

Too low
(d-separated nodes still affect 

estimate)

Still too low
(same effect no matter how long the 

chain)

Much too high
(MI% falls off too quickly)



• Assume all CPT rows in the BN have an ESS
(typically the case in a trained BN – in Netica, at least)

• Assume evidence has been entered

• For n iterations:

• For every row in every node:

• Sample the Dirichlet

• Replace the row with the sample

• Do a belief update and store the beliefs for all nodes

• Compute the variance of the beliefs for each node

• Estimate the node’s ESS from its belief variance

Method

Sampling a Dirichlet produces a 

probability vector

e.g. 4 samples of a Dirichlet <5,1,9> (ESS=15): 

.39  .08  .53

.43  .05  .52

.23  .09  .68

.12  .02  .86

4 samples of a Dirichlet <50,10,90> (ESS=150):

.28  .05  .67

.33  .04  .62

.31  .06  .64

.34  .06  .60

Dirichlet sample variance and ESS

are inversely related!



Illustration of method

Sample from Dirichlets

.893 .107

.854 .146

.813 .187

…

.391 .609

.578 .422

.671 .329

…

.076 .924

.536 .464

.225 .775

…
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Estimate ESS 

from 

variation in 

posteriors



Illustration of method

Counts

Counts

Estimate ESS 

from 

variation in 

posteriors



Example on larger (but still toy) BN
Demo

(Trained on 100 cases)



• Does it seem correct?

• Is it intuitive?

• Does it help us see if the 

inference will match the true 

distribution?

Does it match expectations?

In particular:

(assuming the structure is correct!)



Does it match expectations?

• Does it seem correct?

• Is it intuitive?

• Does it help us see if the 

inference will match the true 

distribution?

102

94
10

104

2 node BN

55 49
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2 parents

3
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ESS

25

87

15
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Does it match expectations?

• Does it seem correct?

• Is it intuitive?

• Does it help us see if the 

inference will match the true 

distribution?

To the sample and beyond…

(Trained on 1000 cases)



Current & Future Work

Make 
Conditional
ESS method

Test method

Ancedotal Tests
Quantitative 

Tests

Obtain odd 

looking results

Accept odd 

looking results

Explore Conditional 

Independence Effects

Explore Incorrect 

Structures

Exact Computation

ESS Expert/Data 

Attribution

ESS Advocacy

…

Current Future
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